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Abstract:
Changing of bad habits and the desire for a healthy lifestyle direct people into wellness centres which are providing programmes focused on individuals, which lead to optimized physical and mental condition. Using only precise information obtained by measuring and through assessment of the complete body status and through detailed analysis, can provide the creation of relevant wellness programmes and necessary treatments in the process of eliminating misbalance and improving the overall conditions. InBody 770 used to measure body composition and the different ratios between tissues, is proven to be a highly accurate device compared to a reference device, and as such, it is necessary in the creation of specific programmes and assessment of the effects of selected activities. Analysis of possibilities of the already proven Templo software has demonstrated its abilities in the assessment of postural status, analysis of foot structure, as well as in the functional analysis of movement. Portable devices for monitoring users’ daily activities proved to be precise, compared to the reference model. Use of technological solutions proved to be unavoidable when it comes to reaching the optimal goals and positive change of the overall condition and habits of users, in combination with correctly created wellness programmes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the modern lifestyle, people are often orientated towards taking care of their physical and mental health. Wellness centres provide a way of achieving adequate conditions by designing specially created services such as weight-loss programmes, personal fitness training, group exercise classes, spa services, massage therapy, physical therapy, corrective body treatments, wellness education classes [1].

Wellness and recreational centres, as well as all the facilities oriented towards the promotion of healthy lifestyle by applying specific procedures and activities, in order to provide adequate wellness contents, need to adjust activities to their users, based on their physical condition, desires and needs [1].
2. TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS IN THE WELLNESS INDUSTRY IN THE DIAGNOSTICS AREA

Bioelectrical impedance InBody 770

The evaluation and analysis of the body composition and different relations between tissues are necessary in order to properly design different wellness programmes and treatments which will bring the client to optimal condition [5]. The modern technological solution InBody 770 offers high precision in measurement, providing necessary information to determine the client’s psychosomatic status [6]. It enables a detailed analysis of the data used by experts in the field of recreation, sports, medicine, therapy to be certain when prescribing the best solutions, which include nutrition, hydration, training and therapy processes for the achievement of the optimal overall condition of the client.

Technological progress and finding of different technological solutions, as well as development and optimization of the existing technologies, provide for optimal collection and analysis of the information and monitoring of all the processes aimed at achieving the desired goal. This paper will show and describe the validity of different technological solutions applied in diagnostic examination in wellness, sport and recreation, enabling as precise information as possible, based on which, through analysis and interpretation, relevant wellness and sports and recreational programmes can be created.

Body 770 offers high precision in measurement, allowing precise data which are used in the preparation of different obesity treatments, to follow up on losing of body fat and other fat. The device is based on the reactivity analysis method, it uses six different frequencies through five different body segments, discerning each and their mutual relation, providing relevant data about more than 50 parameters regarding body composition [6]. Qualitative and quantitative data about electrical conductivity of tissue enable assessments for full-body, its segments, the amount and distribution of body fat, muscles, proteins, minerals, the total water levels, as well as the ratio between fluids in and outside of the cells, which enables assessment of the possible presence of edema in certain segments of the body [7].

The information gained through measurement is subject to further analysis in order to prepare adequate nutrition, training programmes and other therapy procedures which can help the client get into the desired condition.

A number of research studies have confirmed high accuracy of InBody device by comparing it with a reference device, the DXA – Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (bone density scanning) [8], [9], [10]. DXA is considered a standard in the measurement of body composition and its usage is confirmed in many clinical trials [11], [12]. The device enables measurement of the entire bone mass, percentage of bone and muscle mass, where the percentage of the body fat is specified, providing precise data which are used in the preparation of different obesity treatments, to follow up on losing of body mass with recreational and professional athletes.
Bioelectrical impedance analysis – BIA is widely used because it is non-invasive, easier to use, faster, cheaper, and its efficiency is established by many studies which confirm its high accuracy [13]. Wen-Hui Fang et al. conducted a research [8] on the population of the elderly persons in Taiwan, where they tested the accuracy of the displayed body composition parameters of test subjects by applying the BIA InBody 720. DXA has been used as a reference device and BIA as a model which has been considered accurate enough when it comes to measurement of the body composition of the elderly. The research has shown that information provided by BIA InBody 720 have a high correlation with the information provided by the DXA device. The correlation coefficient of those two devices for the muscle mass was 0.969 and for fat tissue 0.935. Comparison of the BIA and DXA methods has been a part of the research conducted by Antonio Jose et al. [9], which provides a comparative analysis of the data received by using methods of different technologies (DXA and BIA InBody 770) in four weeks’ treatment of the men and women in training. The examinees have been advised to conduct an identical workout programme and reduce energy input by using specific nutrition, in order to measure the value of changes in body composition. They have been measured before and after the programme and it was established that the percentage of weighted fat component, the percentage of fat tissue, has dropped, and at the same time the muscle component was above values measured by DXA method. The changes in percentages of the fat component, before and after the measurement done by DXA compared to those done by BIA, was – 1.1 % and – 1.5%, respectively. The results of the mentioned components did not show statistically significant differences vis-a-vis DXA method and, although is they showed higher variability level, they have confirmed the high accuracy of the BIA method applying the InBody 770 apparatus, and it was concluded that BIA is a solid replacement for the DXA method when it comes to measurement of the body composition of males and females regularly performing physical activities. Similar results have been reached by Schoenfeld et al. [10], who have compared DXA and BIA by measuring younger male examinees after ten days of resistance training process. It has been shown that there is no significant statistical difference between these two methods (fat tissue percentage in DXA – 1.05%, 1.28 % in BIA method).

By analysing the collected data, the experts are gaining precise data based on which they can create specified programmes which contribute to the positive changes in clients by providing the best ways to solve certain issues [14]. Wellness programmes created this way are becoming more severe and they contribute to the trust of clients in the wellness centre. For example, my measurement experts determine obesity levels of the client and by performing detailed tests, they get an overview of the complete body condition and decide where it is necessary to give relevant advice and a specified program of activities, nutrition and recovery. Many individuals attempt starvation, where the elimination of sugar and processed food from one’s diet can have short term result. Instant weight loss with inadequate activities is not good, because very soon all the weight will come back, even more than before [15], [5]. For a stable process of weight loss, stable burning of calories is only provided through adequately prepared, dosed physical activity combined with adjusted nutrition, the establishment of healthy habits and introduction of proper methods of recovery from stressful daily activities, by respecting the current body status and genetic predispositions [16].

Wellness centres can be in non-stop contact with their clients by using Cloud database about clients with advanced analytics, as well as InBody mobile application via which the clients can see the results and follow the progress, and that helps them stay motivated and focused on achieving their desired fitness [17]. Connection with friends and family is also enabled, as well as the link with their personal trainer so that they can exchange information and have an overview of the condition.

Contemplas Templo professional motion analysis software

For assessment of the postural status, Templo software is using a system of three cameras which detect markers on certain anthropometrics body points in all three planes. The developed 3D analysis provides precise information about postural disorders and curves of the spine. With a platform that detects pressure distribution under the foot during standing and walking, eventual deformities of the feet can be noticed [18]. Figure 1 shows the 3D analysis of posture done by Templo software.
The importance of the collection of this specific data is demonstrated with precise diagnostics of the current condition of the client and adequate determination of the kinesiotherapy treatment, as well as the providing of correct advice during the performance of different physical activities, so that they don’t have a negative effect on the body or create bigger issues. In order for activities to be efficient and effective, it is necessary to perform them in accordance with biomechanical principles [20]. Templo software allows diagnostics by the FMS (Functional Movement Screen) method, which has significant usage in functional assessment of locomotor apparatus and it determines the stability and mobility of certain body parts [21]. It has extensive usage in team sports as well as in recreation, wellness and kinesiotherapy. The system consists of a computer, a flashlight and two cameras - frontal and back; a special platform and a measuring terminal that simplifies its operation. The method allows for evaluation of the correctness of movement during the performance of seven tests, which are used to determine limitations of stability and mobility of the client’s movements, as well as to determine asymmetry [22].

Analyses of movement and running are very complex [20] and, thanks to these technological solutions it is possible to collect precise data for analysis of the condition of a large number of clients. Templo software is designed as a modular platform which can be upgraded with different functions, depending on the preferable analysis of posture or movement which are necessary for the preparation of the required programmes, as well as, depending on the wellness centre, in rehabilitation or other medical facilities, sports and recreational centres, sport clubs. Sport University Cologne [18] has confirmed the preciseness and importance of the Contemplas Templo technology and found its applicability in both commercial and scientific field.

**Portable device for daily activities monitoring**

With the promotion of a healthy lifestyle, the popularity of portable devices for the monitoring of an individual’s daily activities is increasing, and that is also confirmed by major tech companies like Samsung, Apple, Garmin, Fitbit - they are producing multifunctional solutions and permanently developing them. For an individual to have a healthy lifestyle, the World Health Organization recommends physical activity at least 60 to 150 minutes per week for adults between 17 and 64 years of age [23]. So-called smartwatches and Fitness trackers (fitness bracelets) have become popular because it’s possible to use them paired with smartphones via matching applications, and the tracking of different daily activities provides detailed information about every activity of the user during one day. Apart from different functions that they offer, the most common and most popular features of different smartwatches are the heart rate measurement, step counter, calorie burn, sleep tracker, running tracker, stairs counter [24]. All the information can be seen and analysed with matching apps on a smartphone or computer. That kind of monitoring is enabled thanks to different sensors, such as [25]:

- Accelerometer - the most important sensor which can detect wide spectre of activities: detect movement or inaction of the device, inclination, shaking, step counter.
- Gyroscope - for the navigation and angular velocity measurement
- Geomagnetic sensor - used as the compass in devices, it measures the surrounding magnetic field in all three physical axes.
- Barometer - based on measured atmosphere pressure, velocity and mode of movement, it can calculate calories burn
- Heart rate sensor - heart rate monitoring, used for information about the intensity of the activity, lassitude, and quality of sleep.

The reliability and preciseness of portable devices in the collecting of valid information about user activities are confirmed in various studies [26], [27]. Those studies had to compare it with the device Actigraph GT3X, which has the status of a reference device when it comes to the accuracy.
of the data on user activities within clinical studies [28]. The conclusion was that devices such as Apple smartwatch and Fitbit are precise enough for the monitoring of daily physical activities of the user, but they cannot be an adequate replacement for clinical usage and research.

Use of daily activities monitoring devices provides information significant for the experts in wellness centres, kinesiology and medical facilities, sports clubs so that they can be in constant communication with the clients with the help of apps [29], [30]. In that way, they can analyse the information adequately and timely and use this to prepare relevant wellness programmes and other activities and treatments that follow the daily regime of the client and their business and private commitments, trips, hobbies, to achieve the best possible results.

The users who want to practise different physical activities need to conduct consultations with the experts from the fields of sport, recreation, kinesiotherapy, medicine and conduct a detailed diagnostic examination in the wellness centre and medical facilities. These facilities have the most modern and precise methods for determining the overall physical condition, based on which the clients can receive individually adjusted programmes which can bring them into the desired condition. Smartwatches and similar devices can be useful for monitoring purposes, as a motivation to fulfil the goals, in communication with the wellness service providers, as well as in the analysis of daily activities of the clients. That way, they can track progress, as well as the influence of selected activities to changes in the condition of the body [31]. In a population with obesity problems or cardiological issues, usage of smartwatches can be a default addition to the physical activities due to the timely sent signals about heart rate and control of activities in order to avoid side-effects such as sudden loss of energy and premature fatigue, nausea, muscle cramps, etc. [16]. The constant development of wellness tourism, which bases part of its offer on outdoor activities, smartwatches facilitate communication with users and wellness centres, as well as the implementation of planned field programmes and constant monitoring of different activities conducted in different conditions, providing the opportunity to receive timely and correct information necessary for control of the prescribed programmes.

It is mandatory to confirm the validity of this type of devices through different studies, along with the possibilities for development of a system which can enable them to reach the standard to be used for clinical purposes. With relevant studies, it is possible to differentiate devices that justify its purpose and those that are less functional and less precise, and with this the user can be protected from the manipulation and will be safe to improve his physical condition to the desired level.

3. CONCLUSION

A healthy lifestyle and achieving optimal body condition is a result of efforts to change one’s bad habits and of orientation towards the performance of different activities which enable that change and the reaching of the designated goal. Wellness centres, kinesiology and sports and recreational centres, specific medical facilities can provide the most optimal approach to this problem and its elimination by applying individually designed wellness programmes based on relevant information. In order to provide that, it is necessary to have the correct diagnostics of the overall body condition of the client using precise measuring devices to collect information for analysis and to prepare the proper programmes. The advancement of technology allows the development of precise devices which can receive necessary information about the body and functional deficiencies in a non-invasive way, so that they can be removed in the fastest and most optimal manner, but they can also improve the overall condition to make permanent changes.

The use of InBody device, of bioelectrical impedance, has proven to be an unavoidable method in the measurement and analysis of body composition of the client, enabling insight in the overall body structure and a very precise display of percentages of different types of tissue. This enables the preparation of a diet and recommendations for the planning of the needed practises and other wellness activities.

To avoid side effects of exercises, it is necessary to move by following biomechanical principles and to assure efficient and correct performance of movement to make the right changes which will not leave consequences on bones and joints or the muscular system. Only by performing a precise determination of the postural status, foot structure, analysis of movement and establishing all types of present disbalances, it is possible to design optimal and individually focused wellness and kinesiology programmes and other needed treatments and activities.

Contemlas Templo has proven itself as a very accurate and scientifically confirmed solution, as a professional software for the analysis of motion which, as a modular platform, can be upgraded with different functions, depending on the current needs.
The desire for a healthy lifestyle has been recognised by major technology companies as an opportunity to offer to the market devices which can monitor daily activities of the user, by using their technology such as smartwatches and fitness trackers. These multifunctional devices are designed to measure different activities of the user, like distance, heart rate, calories deficit, sleep quality and similar. Use of specially designed apps on mobile phones and computers and implemented tools for daily activities analysis and communication, provides the user, as well as the wellness centres, with the necessary insight into the current status, results and progress in achieving the desired goals. One should keep in mind that those devices are made exclusively for monitoring of activities so that they can influence the motivation of the users and fulfilment of the set goals and their communication with friend, family and wellness centres. Various studies have confirmed the reliability of some of the devices, but they cannot be substituted for clinical usage in research. It is also mandatory, through further research and development, to strive for that kind of possibilities.

We can conclude that it is necessary to use modern technological solutions which are intentionally designed to enable the recording of the overall status of clients as well as the monitoring of activities in the implementation of the prescribed programmes and treatment in achieving the desired goals. This way, the user is permanently informed and timely advised by the selected facilities that offer wellness programmes and specified treatments for eliminating deficiencies and introducing a positive change in the lifestyle. Although the conducting of tests within facilities is often more appreciated, it is not recommended to carry out the programmes on your own without consultations with professionals, because the relevance of the data and expert advice enable the safest and most secure way of eliminating deficiencies and achieving the desired results, along with the minimising of side effects.
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